Welcome to the FOC’s Mid-20th Century Modern Workshop
Michael W. Miller, AIA
USG Office of Facilities

Bank in Sylvester, Georgia (circa 1960)
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Why focus on 1950’s & 1960’s USG Buildings?

Bunger Henry Building-Georgia Tech (Circa 1964)
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Does this look familiar?

Holiday Inn of America, Everywhere, USA
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Mid-20th Century/Recent Past Icons

Standard Gas Station (1960’s)

Los Angeles Airport (1960’s)

Shoney’s Big Boy (1960’s)

McDonalds Restaurant (1950’s)
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Mid-20th Century in Atlanta & Georgia

Life of Georgia & C&S Bank Buildings-Atlanta

Hyatt Hotel, Atlanta (1960’s)

Downtown Connector I-20/I75/I-85 (1960’s)
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Older USG Historic Buildings/Campuses

Georgia College, Milledgeville, GA
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“New” Generation of USG’s “Older Buildings”

Price Gilbert Library, Georgia Tech, Atlanta (1950’s)
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The “New” Generation of USG’s “Older Buildings”
The USG’s Facilities Inventory of Older & Historic Buildings

Valdosta State’s West Hall (1879)
North Georgia’s Price Memorial Hall (1879)
Georgia Tech’s Price-Gilbert Library
University of Georgia’s Russell Hall (1967)
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Why the focus on Mid-20th Century?

Married Student Housing-Georgia Tech (1970)

Conger Hall-ABAC (1971)

Watson Hall-University of West Georgia (1965)
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